DRAMA & THEATRE
Exam Board: AQA
Component 1: Drama and Theatre (written exam)
- 40% of A Level
1. Knowledge and understanding of drama and
theatre
2. Study of two set plays
3. Analysis and evaluation of the work of live
theatre makers
How it's assessed: Written exam - 3 hours open
book (80 marks)
Component 2: Creating Original Drama
(Practical) - 30% of A Level
1. Process of creating devised drama
2. Performance of devised drama (students
may contribute as performer, designer or
director). Devised piece must be inﬂuenced
by the work and methodologies of one
prescribed practitioner.
How it's assessed: (A) Working notebook [40
marks] (B) Devised performance [20 marks]
Component 3: Making theatre (practical) - 30%
of A Level
1. Practical exploration and interpretation of
three extracts (Extract 1, 2 and 3) each taken
from a different play
2. Methodology of a prescribed practitioner
must be applied to Extract 3
3. Extract 3 is to be performed as a ﬁnal
assessed piece (students may contribute as
performer, designer or director)
4. Reﬂective report analysing and evaluating
theatrical interpretation of all three extracts

to drama and theatre and develop the
creativity and independence to become an
effective theatre maker. Explore the
relationship between theory and practice in a
range of theatrical styles and periods and
historical, social and cultural contexts. Learn
to research and develop independent thought
and analysis of live theatre production to
inform decision making in your practical
work.
Drama helps you to develop conﬁdence and
communication skills; teamwork and
collaboration; time management and
organisational skills, self-awareness and
self-discipline; an open mind, and the ability to
move beyond boundaries and experiment with
different ideas; analytical research skills; the
ability to cope with criticism and develop
because of it; creativity.
Potential Careers
Actor/Performer; Advertising; Business
Management; Costume design; Director;
Economic Developer; Journalism; Leisure
Industry; Locations analyst; Manager of
Celebrities; Marketing; Retailer; Script writing
for TV/plays; Social Worker; Sound/lighting
design; Stage set design; Teaching Drama/Arts;
Therapist; Theatre Managers; Production/
Producers; Writing.

How it's assessed: (A) Performance of Extract 3
[40 marks] (B) Reﬂective report [20 marks]
In Drama you will create, perform and respond
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